PENTAGON FREIGHT ROTTERDAM ANNOUNCEMENT

PENTAGON FREIGHT SERVICES
OPENS BRAND NEW WAREHOUSE
FACILITY IN ROTTERDAM
We are pleased to announce the opening of our brand-new distribution
and warehouse facility in the port and industrial area of Botlek, Rotterdam.
Strategically located within the largest seaport in Europe, with swift links to
major European highway and road networks, our new facility offers customers
additional storage opportunities, and access to one of the premier transport
hubs in Europe.
A 5,300 sqm state-of-the-art warehouse with ten self-levelling loading docks,
supported by proven warehouse management systems, opens-up extra
storage capacity for our customers to strengthen their end-to-end supply chain
solutions. It incorporates the latest technologies, materials and techniques,
including solar panels and efficient LED lighting, to mitigate negative
environmental impacts and reduce costs for our customers.
With a focus on storage, multimodal, deep sea and short sea business, the new
facility complements our existing airfreight operation at Amsterdam airport.

“I am delighted to announce the opening
of our new Rotterdam operation. This new
warehouse centre at Rotterdam marks
an important step in our plans to enable
trade flows across Europe. This best-inclass facility will provide the operational
flexibility and capacity our customers need
to ensure their supply chains become even
more efficient and effective with direct
access to a central hub linking rail, road,
inland barging, deep sea and short sea. This
strategic expansion will help us strengthen
the already exceptional service that we offer
our customers in the Netherlands and the
wider EU.”
Ashley Taylor,
Group CEO
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